Bibliographie Agrégation Contre-culture – Théâtre

Ouvrages critiques


*CARLSON, Marvin,*


*KAPROW, Allan,*


*SARAVAN, David,*


*SCHECHNER, Richard,*


**Scripts**

ALBEE, Edward,


*The Zoo Story*, in Strasberg, pp. 385-415.


*BROWN, The Brig, + The Brig* by Jonas Mekas, 1964 / 66' / 16 mm / nb / son (captation d’une représentation de la version du living theater)

CROWLEY, Mart, *3 Plays By Mart CrowleyAlyson*, Los Angeles, 1996. [*The Boys in the Band, A Breeze from the Gulf, For Reasons that Remain Unclear.*]


INGE, William, *Four Plays*, Grove Press, New York, 1990. [Come Back ; Little Sheba ; Picnic ; Bus Stop ; The Dark at the Top of the Stairs.]


*JONES, Leroi, (ou Imamu Amiri Baraka)*


SMITH, Jack,


ICA/p.s. 1 new york/london.


STRASBERG, Lee, ed., *Famous American Plays of the 1950s*, The Laurel Drama Series, New York, 1962. [Camino Real ; The Autumn Garden ; Tea and Sympathy ; The Zoo Story ; A Hatful of Rain.]

WILSON, Lanford,


*The Madness of Lady Bright*, 1964, in Hoffman, pp.177-197.